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computed by including the quantum fluctuations.
underlying deterministic dissipative system. Phase space distribution functions on these can be
chromatic effects. Resonances and coherent excitations generate new attractors of the
and tune-dependences on betatron amplitudes play roles commensurate with those of the
determining the dynamic aperture of LEP2. Non—resonant radiative beta-synchrotron coupling
natural way. Analysis of tracked orbits has changed the understanding of the physical effects
6—dimensional "sawtooth" closed orbit, normal modes, emittances, etc.) emerge in a completely
(or the classical component). Effects of radiation damping and quantum fluctuations (the
MAD has recently been modified to simulate individual photon emissions in magnetic elements
dynamics is ever more strongly influenced by the mission of synchrotron radiation. The program
As the beam energy of LEP is increased up to 90 GeV (LEP2) and beyond, the single-particle
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negligible for ultra-relativistic particles. includes the systematic energy changes by radiation and OCR Output
(E - E0)/pac 2 6 is used in MAD but the difference is numerically Symplectic Tracking around the Closed Orbit
lz; is not strictly the same as ct whose conjugate variable pg E
’Now at LAPP, Annecy.
important.
magnetic fields are described in the Hamiltonian H. The and tunes are not correct when synchrotron radiation is
(all momenta are defined in units of po). External electro is constant on the closed orbit so the focusing functions
canonical coordinates relative to a closed reference curvel the synchrotron motion due to RF cavities. The energy
and X : (1, y, z,,p,,py, 6 : (p — po)/po) are the particle’s any energy loss due to synchrotron radiation, but includes
where primes denote derivatives with respect to azimuth s Tracking without Synchrotron Radiation ignores
pt 81, ` pocz Bp, entry or exit point.ztzBi Pg8 i r
6H _ PX(s) 8H is defined by the transverse position of the particle at the
py over each half length of the magnet; the value of the fieldE" ’ _'T§`_1 y POC Pyy_ —— Bi PV
r BH 1 BH PX(8) OH assumes that the particle sees a constant magnetic field
px through the magnet, (3) energy loss at magnet exit. MADBw pocz Bp!m_ -——-— Bl px
in three steps: (1) energy loss at magnet entry, (2) tracking1BH 1 BH PX(8)
of In all cases involving energy loss, tracking proceeds
the equations of motion of an electron or positron are MAD Each corresponds to a different simplification
In the formulation of [3], to which we refer for details, Four options have been added to the tracking module of
energy ring.
2.1 Changes in MADcan say that LEP2 (like TRISTAN) will be a "very high"
terising damping and quantum excitation (see Table 1), we 2 TRACKING FOR LEP2
From the values of the dimensionless parameters charac
even at the level of closed-orbit and linear optics [1, 2]. 3 mm (see
nificant “energy sawtoothing” effects which are important in a perfect LEP at 90 GeV, :c0(s) has amplitudes up to
of 2 % of the beam energy. This will give rise to sig usual dispersion and a:B(s) is the Bassetti term Even
a synchrotron radiation energy loss per turn of the order be written as :nO(s) : D,(s)6O(a) -I- xB(s) where Dx is the
tion of a large super-conducting RF system to compensate "energy sawtooth” 6O(s). The horizontal component can
The energy of LEP will shortly be doubled with the addi erage of(1). It includes the "stable phase” zt0(s) and the
orbit X0(s) is a 6-dimensional periodic solution of the av1 INTRODUCTION
the local magnetic field, i.e., on pt, s, I and y. The closed
random variables depend on the particle’s momentum andtum fluctuations.
energy uj are emitted. The statistical properties of thesefunctions on these can be computed by including the quan
where the sj are the azimuthal positions where photons ofterministic dissipative system. Phase space distribution
excitations generate new attractors of the underlying de
those of the chromatic effects. Resonances and coherent (2)PX(s) :c>;u_,6(s— sj),
on betatron amplitudes play roles commensurate with
synchrotron radiation power is a stochastic functiondiative beta.-synchrotron coupling and tune-dependences
mining the dynamic aperture of LEP2. Non-resonant ra
changed the understanding of the physical effects deter
(90°, 60°) in the arc cells; TO is the revolution time.a completely natural way. Analysis of tracked orbits has
for the nominal lattice with phase advances (;.t,,;ry) :closed orbit, normal modes, emittances, etc.) emerge in
Table 1: Comparison of LEP1 and LEP2 parametersand quantum fluctuations (the 6~dimensi0nal "sawto0th"
(or the classical component). Effects of radiation damping Emittance 12 I 46ez/nm
simulate individual photon emissions in magnetic elements Quantum excitation 109 40*fTO/T, I 2.8 I 79
diation. The program MAD has recently been modified to 0.701 I 1.39Energy spread 103 0*,
more strongly iniuenced by the emission of synchrotron ra. 692 I 90Damping time T,/TO
(LEP2) and beyond, the single-particle dynamics is ever Radiation loss UO/GeV I 124.6 I 1890
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have significant effects on the transverse optics. core of the beam around the closed orbit. OCR Output
with nominal voltages. However trips of cavity units (for 104 turns) to give the cloud of points representing the
per cavities around interaction points 2 and 6, excited A fourth particle has been tracked with quantum emission
cavities around the 4 interaction points and 120 cop orbit. R’s amplitude grows in a few turns until it is lost.
per, all examples include each of 192 superconducting ble phase angle which adiabatically damps to the closed
• Full details of the RF cavity distribution. In this pa as executing synchrotron oscillations about a shifted sta.
tial (zt, pt) on the closed orbit. Q can be loosely described
mention: phase. Q and R start with y : 5.5 mm and 6 mm, and ini
which it is now possible (and essential!) to include we tudes. It remains stable and starts to damp to the stable
for LEP2 dynamic aperture studies. Among the features P starts off with large (z,,pt) but zero betatron ampli
improved the modelling of the single-particle dynamics tion of three particles P, Q and R, tracked with damping.
These and other improvements to MAD have considerably chrotron phase space. The continuous lines show the mo
pling Instability in LEP at 90 GeV, projected into syn2.2 Modelling and analysis
Figure 1: The vertical Radiative Beta-synchrotron Cou
been used for the SLC
`°·°"’¤.loss to use in A similar implementation in DIMAD has
specified in [3] and sums up their energies to get the energy zt/ m
synchrotron radiation distribution using the algorithm
Then MAD samples N photon energies from the proper -0.01 unstable particle R
- 5 3crU N ; % (1 +p,O(s)) h(X0(s), s);. (5)
-0.005
mean
magnet is sampled from the Poisson distribution with the
The number N of photons to be emitted [3] in the half
istic option, includes all effects of synchrotron radiation.
Tracking with Quantum Emission, the most real
0.005
passes a magnet.
stable particle Qparticle loses energy according to the fields it sees when it
dinates are those of the particle’s own orbit. Thus each
energy loss is given by (3) and (4) except that the coor stable particle P
cause particle losses due to periodic energy variations. The P:
This helps to find damping times and effects which may
0.o1s
all systematic energy losses due to synchrotron radiation.
the average of the stochastic terms in (1) and includes
sions is difficult to describe briefly. However in specialT1•acking with Radiation Damping corresponds to
General nonlinear motion at large amplitudes in 6 dimen
corresponding to the reference orbit in dipoles only. 2.3 Loss mechanisms
studies [6] used a similar model but with the radiation loss
diation damping or quantum excitation. Earlier tracking always present in symplectic tracking.
and tunes are correct with this option, but there is no ra the uncertainty over the number of turns tracked which is
the curvature finite. The focusing functions, normal modes closed orbit or lost within a few tens of turns, removing
tipoles MAD uses a fictitious length for radiation to keep In typical stable cases, particles are either damped to the
closed orbit and L/2 the haliimagnet length. In thin mul radiation damping but without the quantum fluctuations.
e|B(:c0,yO,s)[/ (1-}—pt0(s)) is the local curvature ofthe Most dynamic aperture studies [4] are now done with
where r, is the classical electron radius, h(X0(s),s) : leading to particle losses.
tributions functions and identify the physical mechanisms
apertures, prepare phase space plots and spectra, fit disg £m@f · r <MX (8) 3)* (4) 1* "" 3 G Tnc O 1 2; Auxiliary analysis software allows us to compare dynamic
where erage e+e` orbit.
• Misalignments, field errors and corrections of the avApI,y _; _fT(1+pt)p$,yl Apt Z _fr(1+pt)27
the actions of all three normal modes
From (1) (see also [3, 4]) the momentum changes are • Three-dimensional dynamic aperture scans, varying
cle lose the same energy as a particle on the closed orbit.
ery quadrupole.is obtained around the closed orbit by making each parti
• The vacuum chamber, modelled as a collimator in evcavities to determine the closed orbit. A symplcctic map


